
The learning styles of today’s students are redefining 
education spaces. Our products work together to create 
comfortable and flexible environments to support multiple 
ways to teach, share, and learn. 



Technology, collaboration, and generational 
character are transforming education. 

Research shows that 25% of a student’s success 
is related directly to the environment in which 
they are learning. 

Today’s educators and designers are creating 
more “learner centered” models that revolve 
around teamwork, problem solving, and 
group discussion. 

The new educational environment



The new educational environment

Learning can - and does -  happen anywhere. 
Each space has to be flexible as well as provide 
students with access to power and technology. 
Providing a variety of settings within a space 
gives students the freedom to choose the 
environment that best serves their needs.

Innovative designs allow students to select 
their own modes of interaction. Functional 
furniture provides the structure to keep 
groups connected and engaged. 



Learning / Classrooms
Today’s students are social learners, equipped with unlimited access to information and digital media. 

Creating a stimulating environment helps promote learning while allowing discovery and exploration.



Learning / Classrooms
Applause  training tables  Flexxy  stack/nest seating



Learning / Classrooms
Applause  training tables  Acen  stack/nest seating



Learning / Classrooms
Lynx+  guest/multi-use seating  Vide  storage



Learning / Classrooms
Applause  training tables  Genus  task stools

 



Learning / Classrooms
Applause  training tables  Flexxy  stack/nest seating



Learning / Classrooms
Layer  desk  Kintra  table  Intu  stools 



Learning / Classrooms
Layer  desk  Applause  training tables  Flexxy  stack/nest seating 



Learning / Classrooms
Applause  training tables  Airus  guest/multi-use seating 



Learning / Classrooms
Staks  benching  Genus  task seating  Heya  lounge  



Learning / Classrooms
Kintra  desk  Harpin  guest/multi-use seating 



Learning / Classrooms
Mile Marker  lockers  Kintra  table



Learning / Classrooms
Heya  lockers  Mention  lounge 



Collaborative & Commons
Social spaces where students can study, collaborate, and access resources and information 

while giving them the freedom to choose the environment that best suits their immediate needs.

Kintra  desk
Harpin cafe/dining seating
Modello stools



Collaborative & Commons 
Intermix  collaborative  Applause  training table  Flexxy  stack/nest seating 



Collaborative & Commons
LeanTo  lounge  Cosima  lounge  Strap  occasional table 



Collaborative & Commons 
Kintra  table  Mention  lounge



Collaborative & Commons 
 

Collaborative & Commons 
LeanTo  lounge  Lotiv  personal table Heidi  stool 



Collaborative & Commons 
Obeya  privacy/acoustical  Heya  lounge  Eleven Wood  table



Collaborative & Commons
Heya  lounge



Collaborative & Commons 
Quickstacker  task seating  Applause  training tables  Coact  lounge  



Collaborative & Commons 
Hex  lounge  Heya  workstation  The Edge  lounge 



Collaborative & Commons 
Obeya  privacy/acoustical  Hinchada  lounge  Kosa  occasional table 



Collaborative & Commons 
Heya  lounge



Collaborative & Commons 
Sole  seating  Nineteen20  table 

 



Collaborative & Commons 
Agile  workstation  Hinchada  lounge  Heya  lounge  



Collaborative & Commons 
Applause  training tables  Airus  guest/multi-use seating



Collaborative & Commons
Coact  lounge  Rowen  lounge  Heya  conference table 



Cafés
No longer just a place to eat, many dining areas have become multi-purpose environments 

where students can also socialize or gether for studying or community events. 



Cafés 
Obeya  privacy/acoustical  Heya  lounge  Living Wall Planter  biophilia  



Cafés 
Yelly  cafe/dining seating  Nineteen20  tables  Rowen  lounge  



Cafés 
 Harpin  cafe/dining seating  



Cafés 
  Kasura  cafe/dining seating  



Cafés 
Yelly  cafe/dining seating  Cosima  lounge  LeanTo  lounge 



Cafés 
Nineteen20  tables  Bistro  stools



Cafés 
Sole  seating



Cafés 
Coact  lounge  Genus  stool  Spun  occasional table 



Administrative & Faculty 
Administrators and educators can also benefit from flexible spaces that support teamwork 

and technology while improving staff communication and interaction. 



Administrative & Faculty
Aptos  private office/conference   Sladr  task seating  Harpin  guest/multi-use seating 



Administrative & Faculty
Staks  workstations  Genus  task seating  



Administrative & Faculty
Staks  workstation  HB  task/guest seating  Spun  occasional table 



Administrative & Faculty
Aptos  private office  Genus  task seating



Administrative & Faculty
Impulse G2  private office  Madrid  executive/conference seating  Madrid  guest/multi-use seating 



Administrative & Faculty
Staks  private office  Pur  executive/conference seating  Pind  organization 



Administrative & Faculty
Aptos  conference  Cinque  cafe/dining seating 



Administrative & Faculty
Intermix Conference  conference table  Kasura  executive/conference seating 



Case studies
● We love to help people create comfortable, collaborative, and productive learning environments. 



Case study
Montana State University  Hyalite hall



Case study
Montana State University  Hyalite hall



Case study
Louisiana State University  Football team facility



Case study
Louisiana State University  Football team facility



Specification copy goes here….
Binx task & stool

Flexxy task, stool, stack/nest Intu stack & stoolAcen multi use

Sladr task Quickstacker task, stool, multi use 
(book rack available)

Products at-a-glance

HB task, multi use



Harpin cafe/dining, stool Modello cafe/dining

Products at-a-glance

Genus task, stool, multi use Arise executive Pur executive  Lynx+
(book rack available)

Airus task, stool, multi use



Kasura cafe/dining, stool Bistro cafe/dining, stool

Yelly cafe/dining Coact lounge

Products at-a-glance

Heidi stools

Cinque cafe/diningSole multi use
(outdoor)



Hex lounge 

Cosima lounge

Products at-a-glance

Rowen lounge LeanTo lounge

Heya loungeMention lounge Ani lounge



Specification copy goes here….
Applause tables 
(mobile or static)

Boost bench/ottoman Mini Boost bench/ottoman

Layer teacher station

Products at-a-glance

Mile Marker lockers Heya lockers



Obeya acoustical Eleven Wood tables The Edge modular components

Hinchada modular lounge Nineteen20 tables

Products at-a-glance

Kintra tables



Agile workstations Scepter power Vesta power Pind organization

Products at-a-glance

Preview lighting

X&O tables Living Wall Planter Vide storage



Staks workstations Intermix conference 

Aptos workstations Aptos conference Impulse G2 workstations

Products at-a-glance

Intermix collaborative 



Spun tables Madrid tables

Denro tables

Products at-a-glance

Rowen occasional tables Strap occasional tables

Kosa tables Lotiv personal table Roo tables



Logistics & Reliability

Owning the process, delivered as promised
Owning our logistics network allows us to take full responsibility for 
delivery. We operate a fleet of over 300 trucks to ensure a flawless 
delivery process that aligns with your construction schedule. Add in the 
benefit of our 99.98% damage-free rate and an online tracking system 
that identifies the exact time of delivery, and you can be confident that 
you’ll receive everything you need, exactly when you need it.



WELL certification overview

OFS Corporate Headquarters achieves WELL certification
OFS is thrilled to accept the WELL Platinum award after 3 years 
of adaptation to ensure our office best supports employees 
and visitors in their journey to wellness.

The WELL Building Standard™
The WELL Building Standard™ is the first building standard to 
focus on the health and wellness of building occupants. 
Developed by Delos and managed by the International WELL 
Building Institute™, WELL was designed using evidence-based 
medical and scientific research to create a built environment 
that better supports human health and well-being.

The WELL building Standard™ provides a model for design 
and construction to integrate human health features in the 
built environment. This program is a performance based 
system to measure the impact of built environments on 
human health.



Environmental initiatives



We look forward to continuing our journey together.


